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Container Traceability Instructions
Stainlez tracks all outbound containers to help manage where the container is last shipped to and be able
to trace back the date of testing and the operator that over saw the test. Stainlez uses SecureTracs
systems in order to manage this information.
Label Information
Each container label has five items of data to help comply with DOT and provide a method of traceability
back to Stainlez;
1. CONTAINER COLLECT- We offer free collection service to you and your customers.
When the customer calls to have us collect the
container we provide a free service to pick them up. In
exchange if the volumes are Truck loads we will
provide a credit back to the customer for their next
order of containers with us.
2. TEST INFORMATION-49 CFR § 178.813 states that
we have inspected the container and ensured it has
been pressure tested according to DOT standards. We
do this through a pressure differential system that
tests 100% of containers to the 2.9 psi standard.
3. DOT REGISTRATION- Our companies have been
registered with DOT as a reconditioner of hazmat
containers. Stainlez’s DOT number is M5633 and
Cropland Container’s is M5962. This ensures our
customers that our sites have had formal DOT
awareness training and maintain all DOT records in compliance with the CFR.
4. DATE OF TEST AND QC- Every container must be pressure tested to CFR and
inspected for quality defects. Upon completion, the operator prints the month and year in
the blank boxes on the label.
5. UNIQUE CONTAINER BAR CODE AND NUMBER- We have partnered with
SecureTracs Inc. to develop a container tracking system. SecureTracs was developed to
record the container date of shipment, the customer, BOL, ship to location, and DOT
Marking. This information is recorded into the database to maintain DOT compliance,
shipping info, and location information to help with tracing back quality issues. There are
two bar codes, one peels off and is placed on the bottle and the other remains on the
cage.

Visit our web site at www.stainlez.com and choose the equipment category for various torque wrenches.

Stainlez Inc. is located in Minneapolis, MN with a staff that is specialized in IBC and Drum Parts/Fittings design,
development and sales. Our mission is to give the customer the best quality parts and service at the lowest
possible price with the best technical advice. We can be reached through our web site at www.stainlez.com or
by contacting us at (877) 971-7987 to help you with all your Industrial Container Parts Needs.

